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Abstract

In a wireless mesh network (WMN), how to guarantee safe access to sensitive
information has been an issue under research partly because of various hidden
attacks and attack vectors. As a network with no need to depend on a fixed
infrastructure, WMN is operated over an open and wireless medium. Every
user accessing to radio wave may access to the network. Hence, as the first
line of defense, authentication for network access can stop illegal users from
visiting the network. As an essential mechanism, an authentication program
ensures safe access. A reliable handoff protocol on basis of some technologies
is put forward in this paper, examples include classical hierarchical network
model, Elliptic Curve Cryptography, Strategy evaluation and trust evaluation.
The authentication protocol is on basis of Trusted Platform Module (TPM)
where the validity of users and terminal devices are verified. Therefore, only
reliable terminals applied by legal users can access to a WMN. According
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to numerical analysis and simulation outcomes, the switchoff authentication
protocol proposed greatly overcomes other authentication protocols with
regard to the ratio of authentication success and authentication delay.

Keywords: Wireless mesh network, trusted authentication, network secu-
rity, key cryptography.

1 Introduction

As a new technique of wireless networks used to set up commercial wire-
less mobile networks, wireless mesh network (WMN) shall get rid of the
restrictions from wireless metropolitan area networks (WMANs), wire-
less local area networks (WLANs), and wireless personal area networks
(WPANs) [1, 2]. By combining with the merits of providing Ad Hoc and
Wireless local area networks, WMNs become an increasingly efficient wire-
less network access approach can offer large capacity, large bandwidth and
extensive coverage as a structure of wireless broadband network fully on
basis of IP technologies. In some ways, WMNs are characterized by self-
organization, decentralized, multiple hops routing and perfect routing, as
a network design idea [3]. Security is an important and urgent issue in
WMN like other kinds of networks. In a cable network, because data is
transmitted to its destination via electric cables, leakage will appear only
if physical links are attacked. In the WMN wireless network, information
transmission is carried out through the open network, and every covered node
is able to receive radio signals. In addition, the external environment will
be more dangerous in WMN because of the short of central management.
Hence, it is very difficult to detect malicious attacks, and it is necessary
to guarantee the credibility of wireless nodes. Before accesses to WMN
network, the user’s identity must be verified and then determined the relevant
permissions [4]. Only authorized users and terminals are allowed to access the
network resources. Therefore, access authentication in WMN acts as the basis
for safe and credible communication among wireless nodes [5, 6]. Besides,
safe access authentication acts as the important gateway preventing malicious
behave to unauthorized network access to information [7]. For the switch-
over in Wireless Mesh Network, mobile nodes are required to finish access
identification within a short delay and play a role in protecting the mobile
nodes and the switch-over network [8].

According to the previous practices in the fields of information security,
the majority of security problems are from the network terminal nodes [9–13].
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Therefore, the trusted computation originally aims to guarantee the safety
of network terminals. this paper puts forward the reliable authentication
protocols on basis of TPM where both the user’s validity and the terminal
device’s validity are verified. The authentication protocol is on basis of
the Trusted Platform Module (TPM) where both the user and the terminal
device are verified. Therefore, only reliable terminals applied by legitimate
users are permitted to access to a WMN. According to numerical analysis
and simulation outcomes, the switchover authentication protocol put forward
greatly exceeds other authentication protocol with regard to authentication
success ratio and authentication delay.

For the paper, the rest part is organized below. In Section 2, several work
of switch protocols in WMNs is reviewed. Section 3 describes the network
model applied in the proposed authentication protocol. Section 4 introduces
key cryptography and related knowledge. Section 5 discusses Group Key
Management. The authentication protocols are displayed in Section 6. In
chapter 7, the performance of the authentication protocol is evaluated and
validated. In the end, Section 8 summarizes the research contents of this paper
and makes a prospect for the future research.

2 Related Work

You and Xie [14] proposed an architecture based on the multi-linear Diffie-
Hellman key random exchange protocol [15]. Matsumoto and Diffie [16, 17]
put forward the programs of setting up keys on basis of the fundamental
Diffie-Hellman key bidirectional exchange protocol [18]. Girault et al. [19]
further improved and validated this method. In these studies, different random
Numbers are usually exchanged between the two parties communicating on
the network for identification and verification. In addition Chatterjee [20],
Shi and Gong [21] use the famous ECC constructions to put forward various
methods to mutually verify the nodes with each other. The protocol ISA [22]
put forward by Li solves the safe key management issue of the WMNs
by utilizing EC-IBC. In another aspect, Zhou and Hass [23] put forward a
protocol of setting up keys on basis of the traditional public key infrastructure
where the effect of the Certification Authority (CA) is shared by a set of nodes
through applying ThSS. In their program, any certificate partially signed by
k server can be applied to set up a signed certificate similar to a CA-signed
certificate. Chai et al. [24] put forward identical methods where the certificate
generated by the RSA algorithm is distributed by the certificate Authority
node to all nodes in wireless network. Gharib and Moradlou [25] studied
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how to distribute private keys generated by the ECC algorithm through a
central node authorization authority [23–25] studied authentication private
key certificates generated and distributed through TTP.

According to the past practices of information safety, the majority of
security problems are from terminal nodes instead of the network. The trusted
computation was naturally to guarantee the safety of network terminals.
After several years of growth, a lot of technical instructions such as Trusted
Platform Module (TPM), Trusted Storage, etc. have been proposed [27]
from Trusted Computation Platform Alliance (TCPA) in 1999 to Trusted
Computation Group (TCG) in 2003 [26].

Xiao et al. [28] put forward TPM and TNC authentication models, also
known as Trusted Platform Module and the Trusted Network Connect, and
proposed an authentication protocol based on this research. Users can visit
the network normally when the successful measurement of their trust, and
their integrity including software, hardware, running systems and shared
database is validated. The computing cryptographic chip is integrated into
the hardware device, the TPM module is carried out. The access to encryption
chip is guarded, and only the TPM can use TPM commands to directly access
to the data stored and functions. During the boot, the system measures the
consistency of the experimental platform and verifies the setup information
and configuration parameters by generating some hash values. The TNC sets
up connections on basis of the configurations kept in Trusted Platform Mod-
ule. Nevertheless, only certification platforms with approved configurations
satisfying the safety wireless network demands will be taken into account.
The safety configurations of access point must be taken into account by
the client. Nevertheless, the proposed protocol carries out the authentication
procedures, examples include Elliptic Curve Cryptography algorithm, the
system private key, and the public key agreements by utilizing cryptographic
methods requiring intensive computations.

In wireless networks, an effective and robust handoff authentication on
basis of identity was put forward with a special kind of complex hash function
as the network system key [29]. By comparing with other existing identity-
based switchoff programs, the program mainly has the advantage of removing
the conception that the PKG (private key generator) must be completely reli-
able, which more safety and simple configuration. Nevertheless, the program
is more appropriate for the WMN networks because there may not be any
PKG in a more complex environment in a multi-hop WMN.
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3 Authentication Methods

3.1 TPM and TNC

The safety of a complete computer system is guaranteed by utilizing trusted
computation. First of all, it is assumed that a root of trust constructs a
trust chain from certificate root of the hardware device platform for running
system processes and then applications. Therefore, certification can be set
up for the complete system by graded identifications and trusts. A TPM
forms the root of trust which includes one or more Platform Configuration
Registers (PCRs) [30] that permit a safe storage and report of relevant security
metrics with the BIOS. Changes to previous configurations are detected by
applying these metrics, and decisions on how to proceed are produced. In
the meantime, hardware devices can be authenticated by TPM. With a RSA
key stored in TPM memory is able to perform platform authentication. For
instance, whether a system seeking access is the expected system can be
verified. Own Attestation Identity Keys (AIKs) is owned by each TPM within
a valid certificate CertAIK issued by its producer.

The Trusted Network Connect (TNC) architecture on basis of trusted
computation technology sets up associations from the perspective of the
integrity of the terminals with policy decision point (PDP), policy enforce-
ment point (PEP) and access requestor (AR) [31]. According to the funda-
mental concept, it is necessary to check the embedded TPM’s information
of wireless equipment first, and only those satisfying the security policy of
wireless network that can be permitted to visit the network. Therefore, the
client device with hidden danger is not permitted to visit the authentication
network directly. In the meantime, a terminal can examine its related AP’s
security and would only connect to a network satisfying its safety demands.
Trusted Network Connect is a dynamic forewarning interactive network
communication mechanism and its architecture is displayed in Figure 1.

3.2 The WMN Network Topology Model

Figure 2 shows the zone-based hierarchical WMN network model, in which
the wireless link is represented by a dashed line and the wired link by a
solid line [32]. The WMN network includes only main network, one or
multiple zones, namely, local area networks and several decentralized wired
or wireless terminals.
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Figure 1 The trusted network connect architecture.

WMN network is a mesh network structure composed of at least two or
more routers. This network composed of routers has the capability of self-
organizing links, self-repairing and self-configuring. An exclusive database of
authorized certificates shared by all major routers in a Certificate Authority
(CA). The CA is usually operated and maintained by the Internet Service
Providers (ISPs) or other Internet organization. When a new network end
user, zone router, or backbone network upgrade is available, the CA begins
to work, perform user authentication, and perform user access services [33].
Various types of radio technology can be used to construct the backbone.

Gateways, namely, its border mesh routers are applied to connect each
zone to the main network, which integrates mainstream wireless networks,
including mobile cellular network, wireless sensor network, Wi-Fi network
and so on. Every wireless network zone, there is at least an Access Point (AP),
namely, mobile node connecting to the main network such as microwave
towers and Mesh Access Points (MAPs) are in the multi-hop networks and
cellular networks respectively. Because these Access Points can use various
the radio technologies which need to be supported by the backbone border
routers. In the WMN Zone network, a variety of user information is stored in
the database, usually including user name, user ID, network name, network
ID, authentication password and other information value. The Network ter-
minals can idle about from one to another zone or switch from one to another
AP in the same or various zones.

Ethernet links can be used to connect traditional terminals to mesh routers
regardless of wired or wireless. For traditional terminals with the same radio
technology as the mesh routers, mesh routers can be communicated with
directly. In case of applying various radio technology, terminals must interact
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Figure 2 The WMN network model.

with AP in a zone with Ethernet connections to mesh routers. In particular,
mesh terminals can visit the network through mesh routers and provide
routing capabilities for improved connectivity and coverage by connecting
directly to other WMN wireless network terminals.

It is assumed that the communication among terminals in a zone network
is made within a relatively shorter scope, and the communication among
terminals in a main network is made within a relatively longer scope; the
communication efficiency in the main network is much higher than that in the
WMN wireless network. In order to construct a trusted network, all devices
including backbone routers, APs and terminals should have a TPM in it and
each TPM should have its own AIKs with a valid certificate CertAIK issued
by its producer.

3.3 Key Cryptography

Certificate: Authentication key generation and key exchange protocols on
basis of ECC is adopted in this paper because ECC provides other schemes
such as RSA with the smaller key storage space, faster computing speed,
higher security level [34].
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Cryptography is set up on a appropriately selected elliptic curve E which
is defined in a finite field Fq of characteristic p and a base point P ∈ E(Fq).
An integer m meeting Q = mP is sought by the ECDLP (elliptic curve
discrete logarithm problem) on E(Fq), while P and Q are brought, which
displays an NP-hard intractability problem. According to [35], the definition
of some domain coefficients is shown below:

1. The field size q, where q refers to a prime power (in reality, either q = p,
or odd prime, q = 2m).

2. The instruction FR (field representation) of the representation applied
for the elements of Fq.

3. a and b in Fq defining the equation of the elliptic curve E over Fq (e.g.,
y2 = x3 + ax+ b in the case p > 3, and y2 + xy = x3 + ax2 + b in the
case p = 2).

4. Point P = (xP , yP ) of the prime order in E(Fq) and P 6= O where the
point at infinity is denoted by O;

5. The order n of the point P with nP = O and n > 2160 as widely
recommended;

6. A cofactor h = #E(Fq)/n where the number of the Fq rational points
on E is denoted by #E(Fq).

Given an effective set system parameters (p, SK, a, c,Q,m, h), the pri-
vate key of an entity A is an integer wA ∈R [1, n − 1], while the public key
stands for the node WA = ωAP . Node A’s certification public-key, expressed
as CertA, contains a series of information uniquely identifying A (such as
node name, location etc), the public key WA, the system coefficients if the
context and a WMN network CA’s user signature over the message does
not show it. Any other entity B can verify A’s client certificate by using
his authentic copy which shall be broadcast within the whole network of the
CA’s public key, so as to obtain Node A’s public key authentication copy. All
protocols put forward a valid certificate from the offline CA shall be obtained
by every entity access to network information resources before.

Two nodes P and Q can finish key exchange:

P chooses x ∈ R[1, n − 1], calculates point RA = xP and sends RA

to B.
Q chooses y ∈ R[1, n − 1], calculates point RB = yP and sends RB

to A.

The process key is the node KS = yRA = xRB = xyP .
In this paper, Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) algorithm is mainly

used in key protocol and key pair generation to achieve more efficient and
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safe purposes. Because ECC provides others with security comparable while
with smaller keystore space and faster validation computations.

Secret Agreement Method: A and B, two entities can finish the key protocol
with key pair (p, Q) as follows:

1. R chooses rA ∈R [1, n − 1], calculates the node RA = rAP , and sends
RA to B;

2. A chooses rB ∈ R[1, n − 1], calculates the node RB = rBP , and then
return RB to R;

3. R validates RB whether RB is not equal to W , RB meets the equation
of E, and xB , and yB are the elements in the Fq. In case of failed
validation, A will terminate the failed protocol. Otherwise, R calculates
sA = (rA + RAwA) mod m and K = hsA(RB + RBWB). If R = Q,
then R terminates the failed protocol.

4. B makes the same validation above. Meanwhile, in case of failed val-
idation, B will terminate the protocol. Otherwise, S calculates sB =
(rB + RBwB) mod n and K = hsB(RA + RAWA). If K = O, B
will terminate the protocol.

5. The point K with procedure key.

We can see that, K = hsA(RB + RBWB) = hsB(RA + RAWA) =
h(rArB + rAwBRB + rBwARA + wAwBRARB)P .

3.4 Group Key Management

Because there is no online center to manage the arbiter or the CA authenti-
cation center in the main mesh networks, n WMN routers with greater effi-
ciency will administrate the keys applying the (t, n) threshold cryptographic
approach by forming a virtual CA and GKM (Group Key Management). The
system ‘s public key PK is published to all, while the private key SK is
partitioned into n pieces SK1. . . SKn which are distributed to the n chosen
routers. Then, SK can be reconstructed by any t out of n routers, while SK
can’t be reconstructed by any p out of the q routers if p < t.

There are three parts in A(t, n) threshold secret sharing approach: system
coefficients, key distribution and password reconstruction and management
algorithm.

Safety coefficient algorithm: as the secret to share, the definition of private
key SK is made in a finite field KF (q) where p stands for greater than SK; dj,
as random integers defined in KF (q), d2, . . . , dn are expressed as the system
identification of n clients.
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Authentication key distribution method: after selecting a (n − 1) degree
polynomial f(x) = at−1x

t−1 + · · · + a1x + a0modp in KF (q) where
at−1, . . . , a1 refer to different integers and a0 = SK, the key blocks
SKi = f(di)modp is calculated and moved to each of the components of
the participating operation via safe communications link.

Method of password reconstruction: On basis of Lagrange interpola-
tion polynomial. i coordinates (d1, SK1), (d2, SK2), . . . , (dt, SKt) can be
obtained by the cooperation among any p participants.

SK = f(0) =

t∑
i−1

SKi

t∏
j 6=i,j=1

dj
dj − di

modp

When at least t key pieces are received by a new participant, the secret
key can be reconstructed. But what happens if a wrong key piece comes out?
Let us consider the confederate matrixdt−11 · · · d1 1 SK1

· · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
dt−1i · · · di 1 SKi


We collect more than t pieces, which means i > t in the matrix. If the rank

of the matrix is bigger than t, there will be no feasible solution in the matrix,
and there is surely at least one wrong key pieces received. If so, another t
pieces from different participants must be required.

In a wireless mobile context, one key piece holder can be broken through
by an attacker within a limited time, and then another key piece holder will be
attacked. For enough long time, t holders may be broken through, t key pieces
will be acquired; the shared secret key will be calculated. The updating of
every key piece shall be made in a defined cycle, so as to avoid this situation.
Only t key blocks are gotten within the same circulation. The security process
is reconstructable.

3.5 Trusted Authentications

Backbone Router: Before accessing to the network, it is supposed that a new
mesh router BRA shall have a effective certificate CertA issued by the offline
CA. Besides, it has to be authenticated by at least t routers and obtain their
key blocks, and obtain the privatekey SK of network system. The existing
main router BRB exerts an effect as the PEP and PDP in TNC architecture,
while BRA is an AR.
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BRA BRB

BN

, ,{ } , , ,
ABA A A A AID N N Plat vert Cert Sig

,{ } ,{ } , , ,
B AB B W B B BAID N SK Plat vert Cert Sig

Figure 3 Interactions of backbone router’s authentication.

An authentication shall be realized by five procedures as indicated in
Figure 3:

BRA delivers an access request to BRB .
BRB replies with a challenge NB to BRA, which uses a CRM
(Challenge/Response Mechanism).
BRA encrypts NB with its private key ωA as a response,
and sends NA as a new challenge for mutual authentication;
Plat-vertA = SMLA||{PCRA||NA}AIK,A||CERTAIK,A, where
SML(Storage Measure Log), PCR and CERT AIK,A is applied to
guarantee BRA’s platform authentication and integrity identification;
CertA combined with BRA’s challenge response {NB}ωA is applied
to authenticating the identity of BRA’s clients. SigA() is used to ensure
integrity of the message.

After the message is received, both CertA and Plat-vertA are verified by
BRB to guarantee that BRA is effective under the current safety policy of
the network. BRB will return key block {SKB}WA together with Blat-vertB,
CertB and challenge response {NA}ωB to BRA only when both verifications
are successful.

After the message is received, BRA will make the same verification as
BRB did. In case of successful verification, BRA will its private key ωA to
obtain SKB.

And after gathering t key blocks, BRA may reconstruct the privatekey SK
of the network and access the network.

Access Point: Unlike the backbone mesh routers, an ordinary AP in zone
networks should not get the private key SK of the backbone network. Instead,
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AP BR

BRN

, , ,{ } , , ,
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BRBR BR BR BR BRAPID R N Plat vert Cert Sig

Figure 4 Interactions of AP’s authentication.

it can communicate with a border mesh router, and shared a temporary session
key with the router. Two entities AP and BR can finish the key protocol with
their key pair (w,W ) in their certificates according to the description in the
section “Key Agreement”.

Border mesh router BR exerts an effect as the PEP and PDP in TNC
architecture, while AP acts as an AR. When they finish the interaction as
illustrated in Figure 3 and exchange RAP and RBR, the AP and BR can share
the session key to be applied in their follow-up communication.

Terminal: As depicted in the Section “the Network Model”, there are several
kinds of terminals in WMN. For those who directly connect to a border mesh
router through whatever wired or wireless links, they can access the network
in the way as same as an isolated AP, as illustrated in Figure 4.

And for those who must connects the network via an existing AP regard-
less of what type of zone networks, a three-party authentication with their AP
and the border mesh router where the AP has already authenticated before
shall be achieved. The existing main router BR exerts an effect as the PDP in
TNC architecture, and AP acts as the PEP, while T acts as an AR.

An authentication can be accomplished through seven procedures as
indicated in Figure 5:

1. Terminal T delivers its access request to its neighbor AP.
2. AP replies with a challenge NAP to T, which uses a CRM (Chal-

lenge/Response Mechanism).
3. T encrypts NAP with its private key ωT as a response, and sends NT

as a new challenge for mutual authentication; RT is an integer used
for key agreement; T’s platform authentication and integrity verification
are guaranteed by using Plat-vertT; CertT combined with T’s challenge
response {NAP}ωT is used to verify user identity of T’s user; the
integrity of message is ensured by applying SigT().
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Figure 5 Interactions of terminal’s authentication.

4. After the message is received, AP sends it to its related BR for further
authentication.

5. After the message is received, BR examines both CertT as well as Plat-
vertT to guarantee that T is effective under the current safety policy of
the network. BR will send back the challenge response {NT, NAP}ωBR
to AP along with its Plat-vertBR, CertBR only when both verifications
are successful.

6. After the message is received, AP recognizes T as a valid node, and
forwards the message to T along with an integer RAP used for key
agreement. And it can calculate the session key with RT.

7. After the message is received, T will make the same verification as BR
performed. In case of successful verification, T will obtain the session
key with RAP, as described in the Section “Key Agreement”.

Roam and Handoff: When a terminal switches a handoff from one zone
network to another, or requests a roam service in a foreign zone, compatibility
of security policies between different zones or between foreign and home
zone needs to be considered. If they are compatible, then the handoff or roam
can be processed smoothly. Or else, they must start a negotiation first. For
example, a normal personal laptop cannot easily move from his LAN to a
highly secure military zone.

4 Simulation Results and Discussions

Contrast simulations between the protocol TA (Terminal’s Authentication)
we proposed and TWMAP MN-TAP proposed in [36] are carried out using
the simulating software OPNET 14.5 under Windows 10.
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Figure 6 Success ratio of two protocols.

Figure 7 Average delay of two protocols.

We carry out 50 simulations in total, where the quantity of requesting
terminals increase from 1 to 50 in 0.5 second. (1) The ratio of successful
authentication which stands for the quantity of terminals successfully access
to the network divided by the total quantity of requesting terminals in Figure 6
and (2) the average authentication delay which means the total authentication
time divided by the successful number in Figure 7 are compared through
stimulation.

We can notice that, in both success ratio and average delay, the TA
protocol is better than MN-TAP. Since there are more interactions between
the PEP and PDP in MN-TAP, it brings a much longer authentication time
and a smaller success ratio.

5 Conclusion

Due to the high scalability, convenient access and simple and efficient net-
work structure of WMN network, it becomes a domestic and foreign research
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focus with a broad market prospect. This paper puts forward the trusted
authentications in WMNs on basis of some technology, such as classical
hierarchical network model, ECC, WMN network threshold cryptographic
method, and TPM.

Because of the dynamic nature of WMN network nodes and multi-
hop network, the network topology is unstable, resulting in long delay of
network authentication and low success rate of authentication. In the follow-
up work, it is necessary to increase the certification success rate, decrease
the authentication delay, and provide security research of WMN with some
valuable results. In addition, the authentication method proposed in this paper
relies on a trusted authentication center, which brings great hidden danger to
system security.With the continuous development of blockchain technology,
how to use blockchain decentralization, tamper-proof, traceable and other
features to solve WMN network security authentication is the direction of
our next research.
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